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Answer: B 

QUESTION: 131 
A customer asks you for information about the advantages of RAID 6 over other RAID 
levels. What can you recommend? (Select three. 

A. Performance is equivalent to RAID 5 when reading data. 
B. It is the most cost-effective of the fault-tolerant RAID solutions. 
C. It has greater fault tolerance than RAID 4, RAID 1-HD, or RAID 5. 
D. It uses the most storage capacity for fault tolerance of all the RAID levels. 
E. It is ideal for applications requiring large logical drives with many physical drives. 

Answer: A, C, E 

QUESTION: 132 

What is the most likely cause of a heavily used Windows |>aye file? 


A. not enough processors 
B. poorly located pagefile.sys 
C. not enough physical disk resources 
D. not enough physical memory (RAM) 

Answer: D 

QUESTION: 133 

What can be clone to optimize memory performance?
 

A. Reallocate existing memory.  
B. Implement memory caching. 
C. Enable Advanced Memory Buffer. 
D. Replace the processor with a faster one. 

Answer: A 

QUESTION: 134 

When should a performance baseline be captured?
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A. During the peak server usage. 
B. After updating the server ROM 
C. After replacing a failed component. 
D. After initial installation of the equipment 

Answer: D 

QUESTION: 135 
You added memory to a 4-socket AMD Opteron-based server. The new memory does 
not show in POST and the operating system does not see it. You verified that the 
memory is correct for this server model. Why is the memory not being used? 

A. The memory was not added in pairs. 
B. You exceeded the server's maximum memory capacity. 
C. The memory was added to a bank with no processor in the adjoining socket. 
D. The memory was not the same size as modules already installed and will not be used. 

Answer: C 

QUESTION: 136 
CORRECT TEXT 
Match the RAID level to the correct description by dragging and dropping the boxes. 

Answer: Pending. Please Send your suggestions to support@ 
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QUESTION: 137 
Which protocol can be used for unattended installation of 100 servers from a network-
based deployment server? 

A. IPX 
B. PXE 
C. DNS 
D. SNMP 

Answer: B 

QUESTION: 138 
Which backup tape drive technology would you recommend for disaster recovery plans 
when customers have enterprise, mission critical database applications? 

A. DDS-2 
B. DDS-24 
C. Ultrium tape drives 
D. DAT tape drives, also known as Digital Data Storage (DDS) drives 

Answer: C 

QUESTION: 139 
Which server system information is useful in determining a server's baseline? (Select 
three.) 

A. server's operational role 
B. logical disk performance 
C. server's ability to process work queues 
D. client workstation operating system 

Answer: A, B, C 

QUESTION: 140 

Which planning and design activities are necessary to achieve a deployable solution? 

(Select two.) 
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A. Determine the scope of work 
B. Validate, test, and document the solution. 
C. Establish a new baseline for future comparison. 
D. Identify and describe power protection and management. 
E. Determine if the new solution is deployable using the existing resources. 

Answer: B, C 

QUESTION: 141 
You installed an additional SCSI device to your customer's server. The new device is not 
working correctly. You verified that no cinflicting device IDs and terminators are in 
place and the devices were powered on before startup. What could cause the new device 
to malfunction? 

A. The system BIOS must be updated. 
B. There is an insufficient amount of RAM.  
C. There are loose connectors and cables. 
D. The configuration does not support hot-pluggable drives. 

Answer: A 

QUESTION: 142
 
What best describes PCI-X architecture? 


A. 32-bit bus that runs at speeds of up to 66MHz. 
B. 64-bit bus that runs at speeds of up to 66MHz. 
C. 64-bit bus that runs at speeds of up to 133MHz. 
D. 32-bit bus that runs at speeds of up to 133MHz. 

Answer: C 
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